THE ALL NEW SPECIMEN BAG

TearZone™

Step 1
Technician places specimen into the front zipper pocket marked "Specimen Only" and zips the bag closed.

Patient paperwork is placed in the back pocket marked "Paperwork Only."

Step 2
When the laboratory technician receives the specimen, the bag is easily torn open at the TearZone® no perfs, no blades!

Step 3
The specimen easily comes out of the bag protecting the lab technician, specimen, and paperwork!

TearZone® Specimen Bags are:
- Easy to load
- Safer to dispense
- Packed in convenient dispenser packs
- And, low cost!

For further information or complementry lab trial samples please contact Bruce at Bagco – 0403 227 759

TearZone™ is a Trademark of BagCo